SUPPLEMENTARY READERS FOR SCHOOLS

CLASSES I to III

English

9 to 1
Appaka
Come!
Gajapati Kulapati
Gajapati Kulapati Gurrrburrrrooom!
Gajapati Kulapati Kalabalooosh
Hey, that’s an A!
Let’s Catch the Rain
Mala’s Silver Anklets
Nikoo’s Paintbrush
Rooster Raga
Round and Round
School is Cool
Shhh!
Siri’s Smile
Sunu-sunu Snail
Ten
Thumb Thumb Books - Flower
Thumb Thumb Books - Hello
What Did You See?
What shall I make?
When I Grow Up
Where is Amma?
Thumb Thumb Books - Where is Thangi?
Where’s that Cat?

CLASSES I to III - Bilingual

Bilingual: English-Tamil

The Seed - English/Tamil
Rangoli - English/Tamil
Little Frog - English/Tamil
Best Friends - English/Tamil
The Red Umbrella - English/Tamil
Malli-English/Tamil
Follow the Ants - English/Tamil

**CLASSES I to III - Bilingual**

**Bilingual: English-Hindi**

Blackboard - English/Hindi
Work - English/Hindi
Dosa-English/Hindi
Follow the Ants - English /Hindi
The Seed - English/Hindi

**CLASSES IV to V**

The Talking Bird
Wings to Fly
Ismat’s Eid
The Why-Why Girl
A Silly story of Bondapalli
Under the Neem Tree
Gulla and the Hangul
Hambreelmai’s Loom
Kanna Panna
Magnificent Makhna
Mukund and Riaz

**CLASSES VI to VII**

The 13th Riddle
Read Aloud Stories
Bhimrao Ambedkar: The Boy who asked Why
The 13th Riddle - Hindi
Jagadish and the Talking Plant
CLASS VIII

Mara and the Clay Cows
Being Boys
Aditi and her friends meet Grendel
Andamans Boy
Just a Train Tide Away
My Brother Tootoo
Little Indians: Stories from across the country
Girls to the Rescue
One World
Mathematwist: Number tales from around the world